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Abstract

Electric and magnetic waveguides are considered in planar Dirac materials like graphene as well
as their classical version for relativistic particles of zero mass and electric charge. In order to solve
the Dirac-Weyl equation analytically, we have assumed the displacement symmetry of the system
along a direction. In these conditions we have examined the rest of symmetries relevant each type,
magnetic or electric system, which will determine their similarities and differences. We have worked
out waveguides with square profile in detail to show up some of the most interesting features also in
quantum and classical complementary contexts. All the results have been visualized along a series
of representative graphics showing explicitly the main properties for both types of waveguides.

1 Introduction

Graphene and 2D Dirac materials have been a centre of attention beyond pure condensed matter
researchers in the last years because of some of its peculiar electronic and optical properties in ex-
perimental and theoretical physics [1]. In particular, there has been an considerable number of works
concerned about the effect of external electric and magnetic fields on the transport properties of Dirac
electrons. However, electric and magnetic fields, give rise to quite different influences on Dirac elec-
trons. One of the key points is the strong Klein tunnelling effect [2, 3] which is most relevant in
electric interactions. This leads to difficulties to achieve confinement under electric fields although it
can be reached under some special conditions [4]; on the other hand, although magnetic fields seems
more appropriate on this aspect, it happens that too intense magnetic fields may also have undesirable
effects in this respect.

Many contributions have been devoted to the confining problem in bounded regions, that is in quantum
dots, and in one dimensional regions like quantum waveguides, as well as to their scattering properties
on these field arrangements. This work is concerned with a detailed discussion about the differences
that electric and magnetic waveguides may present. In spite of the numerous previous papers on
waveguides, we thought it convenient to give a basic and global description about the fundamental
and characteristic aspects of electric and magnetic fields in the waveguide configuration.
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We will start with a classical approach which is not usual, but it will prove to be quite clarifying
afterwards, in the quantum frame. We have taken three characteristic parameters determining both
quantum and classical systems of massless particles: the energy E, the momentum k in the y direction
(symmetry direction) and the depth or intensity of the potential (v0 for electric or a0 for magnetic).
We have discussed the influence of these parameters on the scattering and bounded motion of particles
for both, scalar (electric) and vector (magnetic) potentials in the classical setup. We have taken in
this work simple rectangular profile shapes (mainly wells) which allow to obtain immediate results.
For example, we have determined the regions of these parameters allowing for bounded or scattering
motion, which are essentially different for the electric and magnetic cases. Some diagrams show how
is the motion of particles with different values of parameters E, k and a0 or v0. The classical particles
behave similarly to light when it passes from one region to another one with different refraction index
by the Snell’s law, as has been frequently mentioned in the literature. This refraction is quite different
for electric or magnetics waveguides, showing asymmetric behaviour in the magnetic case.

Next, once introduced the classical viewpoint, we investigated these questions in the quantum context
by means of the two-dimensional Dirac-Weyl equation for both electric and magnetic interactions
paying attention to scattering and bound states. In this program, the previous considerations on
the classical behaviour constitute a good reference to the quantum problem. For example; i) In the
quantum case bound states are described by spectral curves, which in general are inside the continuous
region obtained in the classical study (they become a discrete quantization). ii) These spectral curves
in the quantum problem for the vector potential have some especial bound states called edge states
which are out of the classical region for this problem (they belong to a classically forbidden region).
The edge states are missing in electric waveguides. iii) These two problems (scattering and bound
states), have also been connected by a join plot where spectral curves of the discrete spectrum are
represented together with resonances of scattering states (T = 1) for electric and magnetic potentials.
These graphics give some suggestions about the capture of bound states “atomic collapse” into the
hole sea.

We remark that this work contains many of the results that can be found scattered in the literature.
However, we have made a unified presentation which we hope it will allow to appreciate the constrast
of these two systems presented under the same approach. We have included many details that can
only be fully displayed within our global program. We hope that this work will raise some interest in
open questions which are present along our development.

We wish to mention just a few representative papers close to this work which, in some way, have
influenced our presentation. May be one of the first research which were aware of the importance
of magnetic fields were the works of De Martino et al [5, 6, 7], see also [8]. An extensive study of
different configurations with magnetic fields can be found in refs. [9, 10, 11]. The interesting paper by
Gosh et al [12] is very close to our point of view. Solutions of different inhomogeneous magnetic fields
were obtained by SUSY methods in [13] (see also [14]). Some cases of electric waveguides are worked
out in [15, 16, 17, 18]. The join action of electric and magnetic fields were investigated in a series of
contributions [19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25] and in particular a precedent paper [26] to this work.

2 Interactions with symmetry in the y-axis direction

We will restrict here to the stationary Dirac-Weyl equation in the plane for quasi-particles of zero mass
and 1/2-spin with the electron charge. This equation corresponds to the continuous approximation to
describe the electronic interaction in graphene for a range of energies near the Dirac points (hereafter
we will restrict to one of them, the point K) [1]. The equation for the interaction in external static
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fields, applying the minimal coupling rule, is

vF
(
σ·(p+ eÃ)

)
Ψ(x) =

(
ϵ− Ṽ (x)

)
Ψ(x) (2.1)

where, as usual σ = (σx, σy) are sigma Pauli matrices, p = −iℏ∇ the two-component momentum
operator in the xy-plane, vF the Fermi velocity of graphene, e the electric charge and Ã(x), Ṽ (x)
magnetic and electric potentials defined on the plane; the wavefunction Ψ(x) = Ψ(x, y) is a two-
component pseudospinor and ϵ corresponds to energy.

We will assume the symmetry of the fields along displacements in one direction (in the y-direction)
and both fields to be perpendicular (the electric on the xy-plane, the magnetic in the z-direction
perpendicular to the graphene plane). In fact, we will restrict to potentials having the form

Ã(x) = (0, Ã(x)), Ṽ (x) = Ṽ (x) (2.2)

Therefore, the magnetic field may depend only on x in this case and it is given by

B̃(x) = Ã′(x)ẑ =
dÃ(x)

dx
ẑ

where ẑ is the unit vector of z-axis; while the electric field

Ẽ(x) = −Ṽ ′(x)x̂ = −dṼ (x)

dx
x̂

will be in the x-direction (x̂ is the unit x-vector) and it may also depend on x. Hereafter, the “prime”,
will be used for derivatives with respect to the argument.

Let us make the following definitions in order to simplify the notation and determine the units for
A(x), V (x) and ϵ:

A(x) = −eÃ(x)
ℏ

, V (x) =
Ṽ (x)

ℏvF
= −eφ(x)

ℏvF
, E =

ϵ

ℏvF
(2.3)

Thus, equation (2.1) can be rewritten as

H(x)Ψ(x) =
(
σx(−i∂x) + σy(−i∂y −A(x)) + V (x)I

)
Ψ(x) = EΨ(x) (2.4)

where I is for the unit matrix. This is the form that we will apply in waveguide configurations. H(x)
is the Dirac-Weyl Hamiltonian under the external magnetic A(x) and electric V (x) potentials, but in
this work we will discuss each field separately. In the following we will list some symmetries of H(x)
depending on the parameters E, k and v0/a0 which enjoy the potentials of our waveguides. They will
greatly facilitate the finding and characterization of solutions.

2.1 Symmetries

(i) For both interactions: Translation in the y-direction

As we mentioned in the precedent section, the potentials A(x) and V (x) will depend only on x,
so we can find solutions of the stationary equation (2.4) that at the same time are eigenfunctions
of the translation generator in the y-direction Py = −i∂y. If the eigenvalue of Py is k then, these
eigenfunctions will have the form

Ψ(x, y) = eik y ψ(x) = eik y

(
ψ1(x)

ψ2(x)

)
(2.5)

where ψ1(x), ψ2(x) are components of the reduced spinor dependent only on x.
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(ii) For both interactions: Reflection in x

We will consider symmetric potential (for both electric and magnetic) wells: A(x) = A(−x)
and V (x) = V (−x). In such conditions the stationary Dirac equation (2.4) implements this
symmetry by means of the operator

Rx = σy Rx (2.6)

where Rxψ(x) = ψ(−x) is the x-reflection operator and σy is the corresponding Pauli matrix.
This means that if Ψ is a solution of eq. (2.4), then RxΨ will be another solution (may be the
same if the symmetry is not broken):

H(x)Ψ(x) = EΨ(x) =⇒ H(x)
(
σy RxΨ(x)

)
= E

(
σy RxΨ(x)

)
(iii) For pure magnetic interactions, V (x) = 0: (a) Symmetry of positive and negative spectrum

If Ψ(x, y) is a solution with energy E, then σxRxΨ(x, y) will be another solution with energy
−E. Therefore, the spectrum in the magnetic interaction will be symmetric in positive and
negative energies:

H(x)Ψ(x) = EΨ(x) =⇒ H(x)
(
σxRxΨ(x)

)
= −E

(
σxRxΨ(x)

)
(b) Symmetry under k → −k and A(x) → −A(x)

If Ψ(x, y) is a solution with energy E, momentum k and potential A(x), then σxΨ(x, y) will be
another solution with the same energy E for momentum −k and potential −A(x) :

H(x, k, A(x))Ψ(x) = EΨ(x) =⇒ H(x,−k,−A(x)))
(
σxΨ(x)

)
= E

(
σxΨ(x)

)
(iv) For pure electric interactions, A(x) = 0: (a) Symmetric spectrum of V (x) and −V (x)

If Ψ(x, y) is a solution with energy E, for the electric potential V (x) then σzΨ(x, y) will be a
solution with energy −E for the potential −V (x). Therefore, the spectrum of the potential well
V (x) and the opposite barrier −V (x), will be symmetric:

H(x, V (x))Ψ(x) = EΨ(x) =⇒ H(x,−V (x))
(
σzΨ(x)

)
= −E

(
σzΨ(x)

)
(b) Symmetric spectrum for k and −k

If we reverse the sign of the conserved momentum k → −k, then the eigenfunctions transformed
under σy will have the same eigenvalue:

H(x, k)Ψ(x) = EΨ(x) =⇒ H(x,−k)
(
σyΨ(x)

)
= E

(
σyΨ(x)

)
3 Classical waveguides

In this section, we will deal with classical waveguides defined on a plane, which are produced by pure
electric or magnetic potentials of square shape for zero mass particles with the electron charge. This
is a limiting case of ultrarelativistic charges.

In all the cases, as mentioned earlier, we will have three constant values characteristic: (i) energy
E, (ii) momentum in the symmetry direction k, and (iii) depth or intensity of the potential (v0 for
electric and a0 for magnetic potentials). Although in the classical relativistic frame the energy always
is positive, we will extend it to the negative sign for some situations explained below.
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3.1 The case of an electric well

Consider the case of an electric waveguide with potential of square profile given by

V (x, y) =

{
−v0, |x| < 1 ,

0, |x| > 1
(3.1)

The width of the well has been fixed to simplify the discussion and fix units. We will always assume
that v0 > 0, so the above potential will be a well (if v0 < 0, this becomes a barrier. Trom the
symmetries above mentioned, this situation is equivalent to a barrier, changing the sign of energy of
the well). The potential determine three regions: I for x < −1, II for −1 < x < 1 and III for
x > 1.

Let a classical relativistic charged particle with zero mass be incident from the left towards the well.
Then, we have the following possible situations. Firstly we describe the situation of scattering states
where a particle incident from the left (region I) into the well will cross it (through region II) to pass
to region III.

3.1.1 Scattering through an electric well

• Regions I and III. (px > 0)

The incident particle in region I (and in the outgoing region III) has energy E and momenta px
and py. Since in the y-direction the potential is constant, we have a translation symmetry in
that direction, the momentum py will be a constant of the motion which we call k ≡ py. The
potential in the left and right regions is zero, so we have the relativistic zero mass relation (we
take c = 1)

E2 = p2x + k2 =⇒ px =
√
E2 − k2 (3.2)

We will suppose that px > 0; in principle we also assume that k > 0 and E > 0, but we may as
well include, without additional complications, negative values of k and E. So that once py = k
is fixed, then from (3.2)

|E| ≥ |k| , 0 ≤ px <∞

• Region II. (p′x > px)

Once the particle passes to region II, the effective energy E changes due to the potential of the
well: E′ = E+ v0, while the momenta will be p′x and p′y = k (which has the same constant value
because the symmetry in the y direction persists). The energy-momenta relation in region II is
now

(E + v0)
2 = (p′x)

2 + k2 =⇒ p′x =
√

(E + v0)2 − k2 > px (3.3)

If E is positive, this means that inside II the x–momentum has increased: p′x > px (Fig. 1, left).
Recall that the initial energy E is greater than k because the particle comes from region I where
py = k. Then the minimum value of p′x is reached if E = k (see Fig. 1, center) and therefore in
that case, substituting in (3.3),

px = 0 =⇒ p′x = p′min =
√

(k + v0)2 − k2

In conclusion, there will be classical scattering under an electric well for any incident particle
characterized by the vertical momentum k and energy E2 > k2.
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Figure 1: Trajectories of a particle in an electric well for the configuration k = 1, v0 = 1 (a) sinα′ < 1/2, (b)
sinα′

max = 1/2 and (c) sinα′ > 1/2 for a trapped motion.

3.1.2 Incident and “refracted” directions

We may introduce the angles α for the incident particle in region I and α′ for the particle entering in
the well region II. In this subsection we are assuming that E is positive. These angles α and α′ are
defined by

sinα =
k

E
, sinα′ =

k

E + v0

tanα =
k

px
=

k√
E2 − k2

, tanα′ =
k

p′x
=

k√
(E + v0)2 − k2

, =⇒ α > α′
(3.4)

Therefore,
px tanα = p′x tanα

′ , (α ≥ α′) (3.5)

or
E sinα = (E + v0) sinα

′ , (E ≥ k) (3.6)

This is similar to Snell’s law n1 sin θ1 = n2 sin θ2 of refractive indexes and angles for light waves. In
particular for the minimum energy E = k, α = π/2, there is a maximum angle α′

max entering into the
well:

sinα′
max =

k

k + v0
(3.7)

Thus, we have the following ranges of angles α and α′:

0 ≤ α ≤ π/2 , 0 ≤ α′ ≤ α′
max (3.8)

The possible trajectories of a classical particle in an electric well are plotted in Fig. 1, for the three
cases: (left) scattering, (center) limiting case (α = π/2, α′ = α′

max), (right) a bounded motion.

3.1.3 Bounded motion inside the electric well

• Region II. Bounded motion for |E| < k and |E + v0| > |k|

In this subsection we describe the classical motion restricted to the waveguide, region II. The
particle inside region II may be trapped in such region, if it is not coming from region I as in
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the above scattering process. In this case, we have the following values of energy and momenta
inside region II:

i) Since the particle can not go out of region II (it is forbidden in I): |E| < |k|.

ii) If the particle is in region II: (E + v0)
2 = (p′x)

2 + k2, therefore |E + v0| > |k|.

Thus, E must satisfy the following inequalities (we allow also E and k to be negative)

i) |E| < |k|, ii) |E + v0| > |k| (3.9)

Then, the region of parameters satisfying these two inequalities for a particle trapped in region
II, is shown in Fig. 2. If k > v0, then all the interval (k − v0 < E < k) is positive. If k < v0, a
part of the interval (k − v0, k) is negative.

Thus, as mentioned above, any particle coming from the left is going to pass, or will be scattered,
because there is a well and there are no obstacles, see Fig. 1, left and center.

It is also possible that a classical particle be inside the well without enough energy to go out, which
means that there can be bound states. This behaviour is represented in Fig. 1 (right). The bound
states belong to the regions of Fig. 2. On the left it is shown the regions (in blue) of the E-k plane,
for a fixed well intensity v0, where the particle motion is bounded (in the x direction). The symmetry
in the parameter k of the vertical constant momentum is explicit. On the right the regions of the
plane E-v0 where the motion is bounded are also displayed in blue color. In this graphic one can
appreciate the symmetry under the change (E, v0) → (−E,−v0). The regions on the left and on the
right correspond, respectively, to the two inequalities (3.9).

-3 -2 -1 1 2 3
k

-3

-2

-1

1

2

3
E

-3 -2 -1 1 2 3
v0

-3

-2

-1

1

2
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E

Figure 2: (left) Regions shaded in blue for bound states in an electric well with v0 = 1 for energy E and
vertical momentum k. The red lines corresponds to the first inequality of (3.9) and the blue lines to the second
inequality. (right) Regions of energy E for bound states of an electric well with k = 1 for different values
of v0 according to the same inequalities with the same color as before. We have also included bound regions
for negative values k and E, according to (3.9). Notice the k-reflection symmetry (left) and the symmetry
(E, v0) → (−E,−v0) (right) of these regions.

3.2 The case of a magnetic well

Next, let us consider the case of a magnetic well under the same point of view with the following
conditions. The square magnetic well (barrier) is defined by the vector potential where A(x) is given
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by

A(x) =

{
−a0, |x| < 1 ,

0, |x| > 1
(3.10)

We have fixed the width again, leading to the same three regions: I for x < −1, II for −1 < x < 1
and III for x > 1. If a0 < 0 it will be a barrier, while a0 > 0 is for a well.

3.2.1 Magnetic scattering for k > 0

We will consider a particle incoming from the left into the well of region II where a0 > 0. Then, we
will see the different options for this particle. In this case the sign of the constant vertical momentum
py = k is important due to the Lorentz force. If k > 0 the potential acts like a barrier (the Lorentz
force push the incident particle out of the well).

• Regions I and III.

The particle initially has energy E, and momenta px and py. Since in the y-direction the
potential does not change, the momentum py will be a constant, py = k, as in the electric case.
Since the potential in the left region is zero A(x) = 0, we have again the relativistic zero mass
energy-momentum relation (we take c = 1)

E2 = p2x + k2 =⇒ px =
√
E2 − k2 (3.11)

Besides k > 0 we will also suppose that px > 0 and E > 0 (we may also consider negative values
of E), so that once py = k is fixed, then from (3.11) E ≥ k. We have the initial ranges of values:

k ≤ E <∞, 0 ≤ px <∞
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Figure 3: Trajectories of a particle with k > 0 in a repulsive magnetic well with configuration k = 1, a0 = 1
for different values of the incident momenta: (a) px = 2 (scattering) (b) px = pmin = 1/

√
3 (limit momentum)

and (c) px < pmin with total reflection.

• Region II. k > 0. (Fig. 3)

Once the particle passes to region II the energy is the same as in region I, while the canonical
momentum in the y direction (py = k) has to adapt to the existing magnetic potential. In
this case py will change to py − A, according to the minimal coupling rule for electromagnetic
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interactions. Therefore, in region II we will have the value p′y = k + a0. Since a0 > 0, then this
value of p′y in the well is also positive and greater than py:

py = k, p′y = k + a0

The other component of the momentum (in region II) p′x is obtained from the energy-momenta
relation. In this case p′x is less than px (momentum in region I),

E2 = (p′x)
2 + (k + a0)

2 =⇒ p′x =
√
E2 − (k + a0)2 < px (3.12)

Recall that the initial energy E is greater than k: E ≥ k (because the particle comes from region
I). But due to the last inequality, if p′x and px are positive,

|E| ≥ |k + a0| (3.13)

Then, if the particle pass to region II, the minimum value of the energy is E = k + a0 and
therefore:

pmin =
√
(k + a0)2 − k2

Then, in order to have a scattering crossing the magnetic well, the incident angle α must be less
than a maximum angle αmax,

sinα =
k

E
≤ k

k + a0
= sinαmax (3.14)

This is the maximum incident angle for a scattering. Beyond this value of αmax (for a fixed k),
the incident particle will reflect on the boundary of the well. In summary, there will be scattering
(the particle will pass to region III) only if the incoming energy satifies the inequality (3.13).

Next, we will consider the case of opposite sign k = k− (where k− is negative), then the Lorentz force
push the particle into region II, giving rise to different situations.

3.2.2 Scattering and bound states for k− < 0

In this case there will be scattering, bound or reflection depending on the values of k− + a0.

If for a well a0 > 0, the k-momentum is negative k− < 0 then p′y = k− + a0 = −|k−|+ |a0|. The other
component of the momentum is p′x. There are three possibilities:

(i) k− + a0 < 0. (Fig. 4)

This means that k′y = k− + a0 < 0 and therefore p′x > px. If px = 0, E = |k−| then p′x =√
k2 − (k− + a0)2 = p′min is the minimum value of p′x in the scattering process. The angle

sinα′
max = k−+a0

|k−| is the maximum angle inside the well for scattering states. In conclusion

there will always be scattering where the particle will be crossing the barrier (E2 > k2). The

trajectory is characterized by the negative incident angle sinα = k−

E , and the negative refraction

angle sinα′ = k−+a0
E . The negative sign means that trajectories in all the regions go downwards

with |α| > |α′| (see Fig. 4).

Bound states exist for
|k− + a0| < E < |k−|, (3.15)
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Figure 4: Trajectories of a particle k− < 0 in a magnetic attractive well (k− + a0 < 0) with k− = −2 in a
magnetic well a0 = 1 for (a) px = 2, E =

√
8 (left), (b) px = 0, E = 2 (center) and (c) 1 < E < 2 for a trapped

motion (right).
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Figure 5: Trajectories of a particle k− < 0 in a magnetic attractive well (k− + a0 < 0) with k− = −2 in a
magnetic well a0 = 3 for (a) px = 2, E =

√
8 (left), (b) px = 0, E = 2 (center) and (c) 1 < E < 2 for a trapped

motion (right).

and the angle of the bound trajectories are greater than α′
max:

| sinα′| = |k− + a0|
|E|

>
|k− + a0|

|k−|
(3.16)

(ii) 0 < k− + a0 < |k−|. (Fig. 5)

In this case p′x > px. If px = 0, E = |k−| then p′x =
√
k2 − (k− + a0)2 = p′min is the minimum

value of p′x in the scattering process. In this cas α is negative, α′ positive and |α| > |α′|. As in

the previous case the angle sinα′
max = k−+a0

|k−| is the maximum angle inside the well for scattering

states, but with positive sign. Bound states exist for

k− + a0 < E < |k−| (3.17)

characterized by the angle sinα′ = k−+a0
|E| , with opposite sign to the previous case.
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Figure 6: Trajectories of a particle k− < 0 in a magnetic attractive well (|k− + a0| > |k−|). We choose the
values k− = −2 and a0 = 6 for (a) E = 8 (left), (b), E = 4 (center) and (c) E = 3 (right).

(iii) |k−| < k− + a0. (Fig. 6)

Then, we have a very deep well without bound states, p′x < px. Only if E > k− + a0 there will
be scattering, with angles:

sinα =
k−

E
< 0, sinα′ =

k− + a0
E

> 0, |α′| > |α|

If |k−| < E < k− + a0 then there is a total reflection. The angle sinαmax = k−/(k− + a0) gives
the maximum angle for scattering. Beyond that value, there is reflection. No bound states exist.

In summary (see also [10]), there are three cases for negative momentum k−: i) for k− < k− + a0 < 0
where the bound states propagate in the negative y-direction; ii) for |k−| > k− + a0 > 0 where the
bound (or refracted in region II) states propagate in the positive y-direction; and iii) for |k−| < k−+a0,
where the magnetic well is so intense that no bound states exist. This surprising behaviour of bound
states as a function of magnetic intensity a0 can be seen in Fig. 7 (right) where the regions of bound
states have a (symmetric) triangular shape. These regions correspond to inequalities (3.15), where
k− is fixed. There is a high contrast to the electric bound states as a function of the depth of the
potential in Fig. 2, where one can find bound states for any high value of v0.

On the left graphic of Fig. 7 it is shown the regions of bound states as a function of the vertical
momentum k. This corresponds to inequalities (3.17), once a0 is fixed. In this graphic, we see that
only for k < 0 there are bound motions and there is a symmetry of bound states for positive and
negative energies E.

4 Quantum electric and magnetic wells

In the following we will examine the solutions of the quantum problem, in the context of graphene
quasiparticles. We expect the following situations.

i) In the range of energies of total classical scattering we may find partial scattering with a non null
reflection amplitude. Total scattering will take place for discrete values of the relevant parameter
(here we will take the angle α or thee energy E).
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Figure 7: (left) Regions of the plane energy-momentum (E, k) for the bound states of a magnetic well with
depth a0 = 1. (right) Regions of the plane energy-depth (E, a0) for bound states for a fixed momentum k = −2.

ii) In the range of energies of bound or trapped classical states there will be a set of discrete values of
energy for true bound quantum states.

iii) In the case of energies with total reflection we may find some quantum states of partial tunnelling,
allowing the transmission to the right region.

iv) There could even exist bound quantum states in forbidden classical regions: scattering, trapped or
reflection states. This is the case of edge states. We will see that the bound magnetic states will allow
two of them have an edge character. This fact is quite important because edge states have special
properties and there is only a few situations allowing for such states.

4.1 Quantum magnetic well

Using the vector potential (3.10) and the spinor form

Ψ(x) = eik yeikxx

(
ϕ1

ϕ2

)
(4.1)

where ϕ1, ϕ2 are constants, in (2.4), we can obtain the solutions of (2.4) in the three regions: region I
(x < −1), region II (−1 < x < 1), and region III (x > 1).

4.1.1 Scattering

• Region I. (x < −1) (
0 (−i+ kx)

(ik + kx) 0

)(
ϕ1

ϕ2

)
= E

(
ϕ1

ϕ2

)
(4.2)

From this matrix equation, we have two equations for ψ1 and ψ2:

(−i+ kx)ϕ2 = Eϕ1, (ik + kx)ϕ1 = Eϕ2 (4.3)

12



where kx and k are constants. The consistency of both equations give

E2 = k2x + k2 , E± = ±
√
k2x + k2 (4.4)

The two signs of E± correspond to positive or negative energies. If we take ϕ1 = 1,

ϕ2 =
(kx + ik)

E±
(4.5)

Since for each energy E± we have kx = ±
√
E2 − k2, then we get the solutions

Ψ±
I (E±,x) = eikye±ikxx

 1

(±kx+ik)
E±

 = eikye±ikxx

(
1

eiαi/o

)
, kx =

√
E2 − k2 (4.6)

where x = (x, y) and the incoming angle is αi = arctan k
kx

and outgoing angle αo = arctan −k
kx

.
Thus, the general solution is

ΨI(E±,x) = α1Ψ
+
I (E±,x) + α2Ψ

−
I (E±,x) (4.7)

where α1, α2 are arbitrary constants.

• Region II. (−1 < x < 1)

For this region from the matrix equation taking into account that, due to the magnetic potential,
−i∂y is replaced by −i∂y + a0, we get the equations for ϕ1 and ϕ2:

(−i(k + a0) + k′x)ϕ2 = Eϕ1, (i(k + a0) + k′x)ϕ1 = Eϕ2 (4.8)

Solving them together, we obtain ϕ1 and ϕ2 and we can write the independent solutions Ψ±
II(E±,x)

Ψ±
II(E±,x) = eikye±ik′xx

 1

(±k′x+i(k+a0))
E±

 , k′x =
√
E2 − (k + a0)2 (4.9)

The general solution is

ΨII(E±,x) = β1Ψ
+
II(E±,x) + β2Ψ

−
II(E±,x) (4.10)

where β1, β2 are arbitrary constants.

• Region III. (x > 1)

Following the same procedure as above, for this region we have the same solutions of region I:

Ψ±
III(x) = eikye±ikxx

 1

(±kx+ik)
E±

 , kx = ±
√
E2 − k2 (4.11)

ΨIII(E±,x) = γ1Ψ
+
III(E±,x) + γ2Ψ

−
III(E±,x) (4.12)

where γ1, γ2 are the constants.
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Remark 1. In order to solve the scattering problem, we must assume that kx is real

kx
2 = (E±)

2 − (k)2 > 0, |E±| > |k| (4.13)

to have incoming and outgoing plane waves, in the first and third region, respectively.

Remark 2. For second region we must take into account that

k′x
2
= (E±)

2 − (k + a0)
2 (4.14)

• If k′2x = (E±)
2 − (k + a0)

2 > 0 or
|E±| > |k + a0| (4.15)

then the momentum k′x in region II will be real. Classically this means that the electron will pass the
magnetic strip.

• If k′2x = (E±)
2 − (k + a0)

2 < 0 or
|E±| < |k + a0| (4.16)

then k′x will be imaginary. This is going to happen if

|k| < |E±| < |k + a0| (4.17)

This is the case where classically there will be total reflection. However, in the quantum case there
may be transmission due to quantum tunnelling. In this case, we must take the solutions:

Ψ±
II(E±,x) = eikye±k′xx

 1

(∓ik′x+i(k+a0))
E±

 , k′x =
√
(k + a0)2 − E2 (4.18)

For the condition (4.17), the general solution is

ΨII(E±,x) = β1Ψ
+
II(E±,x) + β2Ψ

−
II(E±,x) (4.19)

where β1, β2 are arbitrary constants.

Then, we consider the following type of scattering solutions:

ΨI(x) = Ψ+
I (x) + rΨ−

I (x), ΨII(x) = AΨ+
II(x) +BΨ−

II(x), ΨIII(x) = tΨ+
III(x) (4.20)

where r and t are the reflection and transmission amplitudes, respectively. Depending on the values of
the E, k and a0, we can use for the solutions ΨII , the formulas (4.9) or (4.18). These solutions must
satisfy the matching conditions at x = −1 and x = 1:

ΨI(−1) = ΨII(−1), ΨII(1) = ΨIII(1) (4.21)

If we have a particle with momenta k = (kx, k) with kx =
√
E2 − k2 corresponding to energy E, then

the incident angle (the angle of the incident direction with the normal to the magnetic barrier/well)
will be

sinα =
k

|E|
=⇒ |E| = k cscα (4.22)

In this way, we can compute the reflection and transmission coefficients depending on the incident
angle (for fixed k and a0)

R(α, k, a0) = |r(α, k, a0)| , T (α, k, a0) = |t(α, k, a0)| (4.23)
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They depend on the values k of the y-momentum, a0 the depth of the well and α the incident angle
(or equivalently the energy E). For example the transmission coefficient, obtained by finding the
solution (4.20) by solving the matching conditions (4.21) in terms of energy (for the allowed classical
scattering) is given by

t(E, k, a0) =
exp[−2ikx] kxk

′
x

kxk′x cos(2k
′
x)− i(E2 − k(a0 + k)) sin(2k′x)

(4.24)

and for the forbiden classical scattering is given by

t(E, k, a0) =
exp[−2ikx]|k′x|2kx

|k′x|2kx cosh(2|k′x|)− i(E2 − k(a0 + k)) sinh(2k′x)
(4.25)

Figs. 8-9 show the transmission coefficient T = |t| of the scattering states for the magnetic well. The
resonances T = |t| = 1 will take place for the values sin(2k′x) = 0, i.e., when the phase acquired by
the wave in crossing the well must be equal to nπ, n ∈ Z. This is shown in Fig. 9.
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Figure 8: (left) Transmission coefficients for k = 1 and different values of the well depth: a0 = 4
(green), a0 = 1 (in red), a0 = 1/4 (magenta). (right) The same results in a circular plot of the
transmission coefficient T versus the angle of incidence α. The dashed radius (or vertical lines in
the left graphic) correspond to the limit of allowed/not allowed classical scattering given by formula
(3.14).

4.1.2 Bound states

• Region I. (x < −1)

In this region, in order to have bound states, we have the condition: k2 > E and qx =
±
√
k2 − E2. Then the solution (4.1) has the form:

ΨI(x) = eikyeqxx

(
ϕ1

ϕ2

)
(4.26)

(
(−ik − iqx)ϕ2

(ik − iqx)ϕ1

)
= E

(
ϕ1

ϕ2

)
(4.27)
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Figure 9: Resonances of T (as a function of E) for k = 1, a0 = 4, appear for the values sin(2k′x) = 0.

From these equations, E2 = k2 − q2x

Ψ±
I (E±,x) = eikye±qxx

 1

(∓iqx+ik)
E±

 , qx =
√
k2 − E2 (4.28)

The general solution in region I is

ΨI(E±,x) = α1Ψ
+
I (E±,x) + α2Ψ

−
I (E±,x) (4.29)

We also have the inequality
|E| < |k| (4.30)

• Region II. (−1 < x < 1)

For this region, we get two equations for ϕ1 and ϕ2:

(−i(k + a0) + k′x)ϕ2 = Eϕ1, (i(k + a0) + k′x)ϕ1 = Eϕ2 (4.31)

Solving them together, we obtain ϕ1 and ϕ2 and we can write the independent solutions Ψ±
II(E±,x)

Ψ±
II(E±,x) = eikye±ik′xx

 1

±k′x+i(k+a0)
E±

 , k′x = ±
√
E2 − (k + a0)2 (4.32)

Then, we have the inequality
|E| > |k + a0| (4.33)

Thus, the general solution is

ΨII(E±,x) = β1Ψ
+
II(E±,x) + β2Ψ

−
II(E±,x) (4.34)

where β1, β2 are arbitrary constants.

• Region III. (x > 1)
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Following the same procedure as above, for this region we have the same solutions of region I:

Ψ±
III(x) = eikye±qxx

 1

(∓iqx+ik)
E±

 , qx = ±
√
k2 − e2 (4.35)

ΨIII(E±,x) = γ1Ψ
+
III(E±,x) + γ2Ψ

−
III(E±,x) (4.36)

where γ1, γ2 are the constants.

In order to get the bound state solution, we must assume that qx for the region I is real

qx
2 = k2 − (E±)

2 > 0, |E±| < |k| (4.37)

Next, in region II we have also two possibilities:

k′
2
x = (E±)

2 − (k + a0)
2 > 0, or q′

2
x = (E±)

2 − (k + a0)
2 < 0 (4.38)

The first possibility gives us the standard bound states and the second one leads to edge states. Then,
we consider the following solutions for the bound problem:

ΨI(x) = AΨ+
I (x), ΨII(x) = bΨ+

II(x) + CΨ−
II(x), ΨIII(x) = DΨ−

III(x) (4.39)

where A,B,C,D are constants. Depending on the values of the E, k and a0, we can use for the
solutions ΨII standard bound (4.32) or edge states:

Ψ±
II(E±,x) = eikye±|q′x|x

 1

∓i|q′x|+i(k+a0)
E±

 , |q′x| = ±
√
(k + a0)2 − E2 (4.40)

These solutions must satisfy the matching conditions at x = −1 and x = 1:

ΨI(−1) = ΨII(−1), ΨII(1) = ΨIII(1) (4.41)

The resulting spectrum of bound states is shown in Fig. 10 (see also the discussion in [9]). In the left
graphic the parameter of the magnetic potential a0 = 4 has been fixed. This graphic represent the
energy eigenvalues as a function of the vertical momentum k. The spectrum are in blue curves inside
the classical sector, and outside the classical region bound spectral curves in red correspond to ground
edge states.

If k is fixed, so that the energy depends on the magnetic intensity a0 the corresponding spectral
curves are shown in the right of Fig. 10. This type of magnetic spectrum is completely different to
the corresponding electric case, as we will see later. The spectral curves belong to a triangular region,
except for the edge states (in red) that are in the exterior of the classical region of Fig. 10 (right).

In Fig. 11 it is shown the magnetic potential with the bound energy levels, where two of them are
standard an the other two correspond to edge states. Their spectrum are symmetric with respect to
the origin. This potential is not the effective potential of an Schrödinger equation, so that some of
the energy levels are above the potential.

Next, in figure Fig. 12 it is shown two types of curves: the spectral curves of bound states together with
the curves of resonant states whose transmission probability is T = 1. These two types of curves match
so that one may interpret that the well captures resonances to turn them into bound states.
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Fig. 13 shows the components of a standard ground state, while Fig. 14 (left) are the graphics of an
edge ground state. We see the difference, each component of edge states has a high peak at each of
the edges of the magnetic strip. In Fig. 14 (right) it is shown the components of an excites states. In
all the graphics Fig. 13- 14 the spinor wave functions satisfy the reflection symmetry in x given in (ii)
of sec. 2.1.
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Figure 10: (left) Spectral magnetic curves in the energy-k plane (E, k), for a0 = 4. (right) Spectral
curves in the plane momentum-depth (E, a0), for k = −3 of the magnetic well. Red straight lines
correspond to inequality (4.30) and Cyan ones to (4.33). Spectral curves in red out of the classical
region correspond to edge states.
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Figure 11: Spectrum of the magnetic waveguide for a0 = 4 and k = −3. The energy levels can be
appreciated on the left and on the right graphics of Fig. 10; they a determined by the cuts of vertical
dotted lines. The two magenta regions between dashed lines represent the intervals of classical bound
states. The ground positive and negative energies are out of these intervals and correspond to edge
states.
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Figure 12: Spectrum of the magnetic waveguide for a0 = 4. The plot includes the spectral curves of
bound states (blue curves), those of resonant states T = 1 (cyan curves) and edge states (red curves)
for a magnetic well.
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Figure 13: Plot of the two components of a Dirac spinor corresponding to a standard ground state
with k = −3, a0 = 4. The blue one is for Re(ψ1), the orange for Im(ψ2).

4.2 Quantum electric well

In this case we have an electric potential V (x) given in (3.1), therefore the Dirac–Weyl equation
is (

σx(−i∂x) + σy(−i∂y)
)
Ψ(x) = (E − V (x))Ψ(x) (4.42)

The spinor form is as in (4.1) where ϕ1, ϕ2 are constants, in (4.42). We can obtain the solutions of
(4.42) in the three regions: region I (x < −1), region II (−1 < x < 1), and region III (x > 1).
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Figure 14: Plots of the two components of a Dirac spinor corresponding to an edge ground state (left)
and to the first (non-edge) excited state (right) for k = −3, a0 = 4.

4.2.1 Scattering

• Region I. (x < −1)

Ψ±
I (E±,x) = eikye±ikxx

 1

(±kx+ik)
E±

 , kx =
√
E2 − k2 (4.43)

where x = (x, y). The general solution in region I is

ΨI(E±,x) = α1Ψ
+
I (E±,x) + α2Ψ

−
I (E±,x) (4.44)

• Region II. (−1 < x < 1)

We obtain ϕ1 and ϕ2 and we can write the independent solutions Ψ±
II(E±,x)

Ψ±
II(E±,x) = eikye±ik′xx

 1

(±k′x+ik)
E±

 , k′x =
√
(E± + v0)2 − k2 (4.45)

The general solution is

ΨII(E±,x) = β1Ψ
+
II(E±,x) + β2Ψ

−
II(E±,x) (4.46)

where β1, β2 are arbitrary constants.

• Region III. (x > 1)

Following the same procedure as above, for this region we have the same solutions of region I:

Ψ±
III(x) = eikye±ikxx

 1

(±kx+ik)
E±

 , kx = ±
√
E2 − k2 (4.47)

ΨIII(E±,x) = γ1Ψ
+
III(E±,x) + γ2Ψ

−
III(E±,x) (4.48)

where γ1, γ2 are the constants. The scattering state is characterized by: α1 = 1, α2 = r, γ1 =
t, γ0 = 0, where r is the reflection amplitude and t is the transmission amplitude.
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Remark 1. In order to solve the scattering problem, we must assume that kx is real and
|E±| > |k|, to have ingoing and outgoing plane waves in the first and third regions, respectively.

Remark 2. Next, for second region we must take into account

k′x
2
= (E± + v0)

2 − k2 (4.49)

• If |E± + v0| > |k|

Then, the momentum k′x in region II will be real. Classically, this means that the electron will
pass the electric waveguide.

• If |E± + v0| < |k|

Then, k′x will be imaginary. This may happen, if

|E± + v0| < |k| < |E±| (4.50)

This situation can not happen for positive energies E+ and positive v0. So, we will not discuss it
in greater detail. In the classical context there will be total reflection. However, in the quantum
case there may be transmission due to quantum tunnelling. In this case, we must take the
solutions:

Ψ±
II(E±,x) = eikye±k′xx

 1

∓ik′x+ik
E±

 (4.51)

For the condition (4.21), the general solution is

ΨII(E±,x) = β1Ψ
+
II(E±,x) + β2Ψ

−
II(E±,x) (4.52)

where β1, β2 are arbitrary constants.

Once obtained the general solutions in the three regions, the scattering solution can be found in the
same way as the magnetic case, taking into account the formulas (4.20), (4.21) and (4.23). After this
computation with the help of Mathematica, the transmission amplitude, in terms of energy takes the
form

t(E, k, a0) =
2 exp[−2ikx] kxk

′
x

2kxk′x cos(2k
′
x)− i(kxk′x)

2 sin(2k′x)
(4.53)

Some examples of the transmission coefficients for scattering by an electric well are given in Fig. 15 as
functions of the incident angle. In this figure one can appreciate that deeper wells give rise to higher
interferences and less transmission. Fig. 16 shows the amplitude as function of the incident energy.
The resonances with T = |t| = 1 take place for the values sin(2k′x) = 0, i.e., 2k′x = nπ,n ∈ Z [15], as
in the magnetic case.

4.2.2 Bound states

• Region I. (x < −1)

In this region, in order to have bound states, we have the same condition as in the magnetic
case: k2 > E2 and qx = ±

√
k2 − E2. Thus, we have

|k| > |E| (4.54)
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Figure 15: Transmission coefficients T (α) of electric wells for k = 1 as a function of α and for three
depth values of the well: v0 = 8 (purple), v0 = 1 (in blue), v0 = 1/8 (orange).
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Figure 16: Resonances of T (E) (as a function of E) for k = 1, v0 = 8, appear for the values
sin(2

√
−k2 + (E + v0)2) = sin(2k′x) = 0.

Then, the solution (4.1) has the form:

ΨI(x) = eikyeqxx

(
ϕ1

ϕ2

)
(4.55)

From these equations, E2 = k2 − q2x

Ψ±
I (E±,x) = eikye±qxx

 1

(∓iqx+ik)
E±

 , qx =
√
k2 − E2 (4.56)

The general solution in region I is

ΨI(E±,x) = α1Ψ
+
I (E±,x) + α2Ψ

−
I (E±,x) (4.57)

• Region II. (−1 < x < 1)
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Next, in the second region we have also two possibilities:

k′
2
x = (E± + v0)

2 − k2 > 0, −q′2x = (E± + v0)
2 − k2 < 0 (4.58)

Therefore, we get the following inequality:

|E± + v0| < |k| (4.59)

The first possibility gives us standard bound states and the second one leads to edge states which
are not present in the electric well.

For the first possibility we obtain ϕ1 and ϕ2 and we can write the independent solutions
Ψ±

II(E±,x)

Ψ±
II(E±,x) = eikye±ik′xx

 1

±k′x+ik
E±+v0

 , k′x =
√
k2 − (E± + v0)2 (4.60)

The general solution is

ΨII(E±,x) = β1Ψ
+
II(E±,x) + β2Ψ

−
II(E±,x) (4.61)

For the second option of edge states:

Ψ±
II(E±,x) = eikye±|q′x|x

 1

∓i q′x+ik
E±+v0

 , |q′x| =
√
k2 − (E + v0)2 (4.62)

But we will see later that in the electric case there will be no solution of this type.

• Region III. (x > 1)

Ψ±
III(x) = eikye±qxx

 1

(∓iqx+ik)
E±

 , qx =
√
k2 − e2 (4.63)

ΨIII(E±,x) = γ1Ψ
+
III(E±,x) + γ2Ψ

−
III(E±,x) (4.64)

Fig. 17 includes the spectral curves in the plane energy-depth (v0) of the well (left) and corresponding
to the plane energy-vertical momentum, k (right). We have selected the spectrum for a particular con-
figuration: k = 2.5, v0 = 4. We have computed the energy values (see Fig. 18, where it is represented
the electric well together with the energy levels) and plotted the corresponding spinor eigenfunctions
in Figs. 19-20. All of them have x-reflection symmetry. It happens that the two lowest eigenvalues are
negative and their corresponding eigenfunctions have a partial edge character (a cusp at the border
of the well). The two upper eigenvalues are positive and they have the standard form. It is clear the
difference with the true edge state of Fig. 14, for the magnetic waveguide.

Finally, Fig. 21 shows the spectral curves of bound states and the curves of the resonant scattering
states which have the highest transmission coefficient T = 1 (see also [15]). These two kinds of curves
match continuously where the resonant states turn into bound states. This is a representation of the
phenomenon of capture and collapse processes which is produced for electrons and holes.
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Figure 17: (left) Spectral electric curves in the E-v0 plane for k = 2.5. (right) Spectral electric curves
in the E-k plane for v0 = 4. Red and cyan straight lines correspond to inequalities (4.54) and (4.59).
The vertical magenta line determines de four spectral points corresponding to the configuration v0 = 4
and k = 2.5. Notice the k-symmetry (right) and (E, v0) → (−E,−v0) (left).
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Figure 18: Spectrum of the electric waveguide for v0 = 4 and k = 2.5 corresponding to the magenta
line of Fig. 17.
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Figure 19: Plot of the two components of a Dirac spinor corresponding to the two lower (negative)
levels of k = 2.5, v0 = 4: E0 = −1.12 (left), E1 = −0.27 (right).
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Figure 20: Plot of the two components of a Dirac spinor corresponding to the two upper (positive)
levels for k = 2.5, v0 = 4: E2 = 0.76 (left), E3 = 1.83 (right).
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Figure 21: Plot of spectral curves of bound states (in blue) and resonant states (in red) for an electric
well, for v0 = 4.

5 Conclusions

In this work, we have dealt with Dirac particles (relativistic massless, spin-1/2) of planar Dirac materi-
als like graphene, under external electric and magnetic waveguide potentials in a quite comprehensive
way including a classical relativistic model as introduction. We have paid attention to the symmetries
that are the main ingredient of our program. They are made explicit through the graphics and are
responsible of qualitative differences. This presentation contains three main complementary compar-
isons which allow for a better understanding: i) Quantum and classical approaches to the waveguide
systems. ii) Bounded and scattering states in both quantum and classical problems. iii) The effects of
electric and magnetic potentials. All the results, as we mentioned along this work were presented not
only through describing boundary conditions and explicit formulas but also in a series of appropriate
representative graphics. Thus, we hope that all the different features can be easily appreciated from
these graphs. In particular, we want to remark the importance of those corresponding to the energy-
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momentum (E-k) and energy-intensity (E-v0/a0) which are complementary and exhibit the different
symmetries of electric and magnetic systems. In the near future, we plan to end this program for
waveguides of simultaneous electric and magnetic potential interactions.
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